**Desktop Authority** is the new robust and sophisticated software solution from ScriptLogic Corporation, developer of the award-winning ScriptLogic Enterprise Edition – now in use by nearly two million clients!

Desktop Authority expands upon the proactive administration features found in ScriptLogic Enterprise by integrating ScriptLogic's point & click desktop administration technology with browser-based interactive management and real-time remote control of Microsoft Windows desktops.

Desktop Authority provides all of the functionality needed to maintain control over desktops by eliminating redundant tasks and reducing the volume of help desk requests. **This new solution gives network administrators the power to proactively manage networked computers at any time and from any location – over a LAN, dial-up or VPN connection – even a PDA!** Desktop Authority helps ease the administrator’s burden and delivers a new level of customer-driven functionality to client-side desktop administration— all without writing or debugging a single line of code!

### KEY POINTS

- Intuitive graphical user interface with easy point and click commands
- Exclusive Validation Logic technology
- Secure browser-based interactive desktop management
- Real-time remote control and data transfer from any Microsoft Windows desktop
- Enhanced performance through multi-threaded management

**Desktop administrators are overwhelmed** with the volume of help desk requests, maintaining consistent desktop configurations and constant software upgrades and fixes. Desktop Authority automatically delivers multiple client configuration properties at logon without the need for a network administrator to visit each desktop.

Through multiple profiles, Desktop Authority scales to any size enterprise yet offers an extensive level of configuration granularity. Assigning scripts to users and groups is simplified with Desktop Authority's own assign script functionality. Distinct default settings, client configuration, custom scripts, log file configurations and alert messages can all be tailored to the specific network.

Client activity can be dynamically logged based on date, time, operating system type and version, service pack version, MAC and TCP/IP address, authenticating server, user ID, physical RAM, free disk space, BIOS date, CPU speed, SID and more.

All Win32 platforms, including Windows XP, 2000, 2003, NT, Me, 98 and 95 are supported.
REMOTE CONTROL
Reduce downtime by enabling administrators to keep systems up and running. Detect, troubleshoot and solve problems using the secure remote control user interface. Administrators can gain access to workstations using any web browser, without user interruption.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

- **Security** – five levels of security with encrypted and 128-bit Secure Sockets Layer ciphers. Desktop Authority logs all events, conducts IP filtering and address lockout.
- **File Transfer** – Simple transfer of files to/from a workstation.
- **Computer Management** – Get detailed information of files, Users, Groups, Services, Processes and Drivers with the ability to modify and change.
- **Performance Monitoring** – Monitor vital performance data such as CPU load, memory load, disk space, open files, DLLs, registry keys and more. Display all physical drives, partition tables, and TCP/IP ports.
- **Automatic Monitoring and Alerts** – User defined alerts delivered by email or SMS messages.

DRIVE MAPPINGS
Provide a simple way to map network drives from a centralized environment. Allows users to access server-based information from any workstation.

PRINTER DEPLOYMENT
Redirect ports for shared network or TCP/IP printers for all clients. Automatically add or remove the printer drivers as well as set the default printer.

SHORTCUTS
Create or remove Windows Shortcuts or "pointers" to programs or folders. Shortcut references can be located on a network server or on the client’s own hard drive.

MAIL PROFILE CREATION
Configure multiple mail profiles by defining the options available to each user including the most common Outlook services.

OUTLOOK SETTINGS
Configure common Outlook features such as startup folder, folder view, Outlook bar, new mail arrival options, spell check options and more.

MICROSOFT OFFICE PATHS
Ensure that user-created documents are stored on the network by setting the default location to a network drive for Microsoft applications. This ensures that the users’ documents are secured, backed up and available at alternative workstations.

FOLDER REDIRECTION
Change the location of Windows cookies, Internet Explorer bookmarks, recent documents and other shell folder items to a desired location. This gives each user the ability to logon to any computer and instantly get personalized desktop information.

TIME SYNCHRONIZATION
During the logon process all users' clocks can be synchronized with a network time source.

SECURITY POLICIES
Allows for automated implementation of granular security policy settings per user or computer.

Desktop Authority’s foundation, ScriptLogic Enterprise, features an intuitive graphical based Management Console which allows administrators to centrally control the desktops connected to the network. Exclusive Validation Logic technology provides the simplicity of maintaining a centralized configuration while preserving the granularity required by locations, departments, workgroups and even individual users. A four part Validation Logic scheme can verify each setting based on 16 different types, six unique classes, all current operating systems and corresponding connection methods.

The remote control functionality in Desktop Authority advances ScriptLogic’s technology to the next level through secure, browser-based interactive desktop management with real-time remote control of any Windows desktop. Desktop Authority reduces costs by minimizing the time users and network administrators must devote to workstation management. Users are more productive and administrators are free to concentrate on more mission critical issues.
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APPLICATION LAUNCHER
Launch programs on each user's desktop before, during or after the logon process based on specific schedules. Through the Application Launcher, updates such as anti-virus, executables and batch files, can be performed in the background.

LOGOFF & SHUT DOWN AGENT
Provides the ability to perform a task when a desktop is shut down or a user logs off. Complements the Application Launcher and Service Pack functionality.

REGISTRY SETTINGS
Centrally add, change or delete values in the registry of any network computer, even if the user logging on does not have the necessary permissions.

SERVICE PACKS
Deploy the latest Windows Service Pack to NT 4.0, 2000, 2003 or XP users during the logon, logoff or shutdown process.

INTERNET EXPLORER
Revise settings for proxy server, start page, custom search page and default download directory.

DISPLAY SETTINGS
Customize default display settings such as the Windows Welcome screen, IntelliMouse's productivity tips, MSN desktop icon, and even provide customized Wallpaper to all desktops.

INI FILES
Manage updates for changing values in the INI configuration to control and use INI based applications.

LEGAL NOTICE
Present your users with a customized legal notice. Use as a single company-wide notice that must be acknowledged prior to the user being authenticated on the domain.

MESSAGE BOXES
Customize pop-up message boxes and logon banners for communicating with users about IT or other company notifications.

CUSTOM SCRIPTING
Provides an open interface to the KiXtart language, and can be used for tasks that ScriptLogic products do not directly support via the GUI interface. Write a custom script to deploy the latest software updates, application installs, locating and/or copying files or special-case drive mappings. Custom KiXtart scripts are freely available on the ScriptLogic web site.

COMPATIBILITY
ABOUT SCRIPTLOGIC CORPORATION

Since 1999, ScriptLogic has developed award-winning, patent-pending desktop administration software tools for Microsoft Windows-based networks. With deployments ranging from 10 to over 40,000 seats with almost two million desktop users, ScriptLogic products offer significant benefits to Fortune 500 and Global 2000 clients.
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Evaluate a fully functional 45-day trial version at www.scriptlogic.com